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Abstract
Cloud computing has spurred the exploration and exploitation of elastic access to large scales of
computing. To date the predominate building blocks by which elasticity has been exploited are
applications and operating systems that are built around traditional computing infrastructure and
programming models that are in-elastic or at best coarsely elastic. What would happen if application
themselves could express and exploit elasticity in a fine grain fashion and this elasticity could be
efficiently mapped to the scale and elasticity offered by modern cloud hardware systems? Would
economic and market models that exploit elasticity pervade even the lowest levels? And would
this enable greater efficiency both globally and individually? Would novel approaches to traditional
problems such as quality of service arise? Would new applications be enabled both technically and
economically?
How to construct scalable and elastic software is an open challenge. Our work explores a
systematic method for constructing and deploying such software. Building on several years of prior
research, we will develop and evaluate a new cloud computing systems software architecture that
addresses both scalability and elasticity. We explore a combination of a novel programming model
and alternative operating systems structure. The goal of the architecture is to enable applications
that inherently can scale up or down to react to changes in demand. We hypothesize that enabling
such fine-grain elastic applications will open up new avenues for exploring both supply and demand
elasticity across a broad range of research areas such as economic models, optimization, mechanism
design, software engineering, networking and others.
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Cloud Computing Systems Software Gap

Current systems software, burdened by legacy compatibility, is complex and does not have the
right abstractions to enable the pervasive parallelism or elasticity offered by the modern datacenterscale systems that form cloud platforms. Additionally, systems software is not designed for service
oriented cloud applications that can dramatically expand and contract resource consumption across
hundreds, if not thousands, of computers in minutes or even seconds. Collectively, we refer to the
lack of support for cloud hardware and usage as the cloud computing systems software gap. This
gap and the benefits of addressing it have driven researchers at Berkeley to also observe that “The
Datacenter needs an Operating System”[53]. This paper discusses our method for filling the gap.
Hardware is Different Cloud computing hardware is evolving into consolidated extreme-scale
systems. These systems are hybrids of chip-level multiprocessor nodes1 and massive clusters composed of tens of thousands of such nodes. The nodes themselves will soon contain hundreds to
thousands of cores. The cluster networks will be supercomputer like interconnects capable of microsecond latencies, with tens to hundreds of gigabits of bandwidth per node, and integrate advanced
features like Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). Additionally, cloud hardware is elastic, permitting software to efficiently change the fraction of system resources it executes on in seconds. The
platforms on which today’s system software developed are much smaller in scale, typically solely
shared memory or message passing in nature and not elastic.
Usage is Different Cloud Computing applications are service oriented in nature, focusing on
scale and elasticity. Applications are characterized by transaction processing that is triggered by
dynamic requests to an application service interface. Maximizing the scale and efficiency that an
application can execute at ensures that it can satisfy the largest possible number of concurrent
requests for service. Given the elastic nature of the hardware and usage based billing, applications
are driven to exploit elasticity in requests to minimize cost. Applications that today’s system
software were originally designed to support rarely focused on extreme scales and did not have the
ability to dynamically change the scale and composition of the hardware.

This research explores the cloud computing systems software gap through a unique hybrid system
software model that acknowledges and reflects the structure of cloud computing hardware, usage
and realities of application development. The intent is not to produce a single new operating system,
but rather to explore an architecture for developing and deploying scalable and elastic applications
without a homogenous OS.
1

A node refers to a unit of hardware that contains one or more micro-processors, local memory and communication
hardware – examples include a single computer of a cluster, a single blade in a blade center or a compute card in a
supercomputer. In the systems I consider, a node is the maximum boundary for hardware supported shared memory.
In a virtualized environment, a node refers to a Virtual Machine (VM) instance.
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Approach
Our approach, derived from several years of our research (described in the next section), is a new
scalable elastic systems architecture (SESA). SESA combines in a novel way three old ideas, objectoriented programming, event-driven programming, and library operating systems, to explore the
cloud computing system software gap. More specifically, the SESA work explores these three ideas:
• The use of a distributed object abstraction, rather than shared memory or message passing,
as the programming model. The goal is to address the challenges and tensions associated
with developing scalable and elastic software on evolving data-center scale hardware while
providing a degree of isolation from hardware complexity and details.
• The use of an event model across all layers to expose and enable elastic resource usage and
management.
• A new distributed library OS model that factors out support for scalable and elastic applications from a traditional OS, alleviating the burden for the construction of a complete scalable
and elastic OS.
Object Orientation Our prior work uniquely established that object-orientation, typically used
for software engineering benefits, can be exploited for scalable and elastic performance. Objects
can provide an effective programming abstraction, over shared memory and message passing, to
optimize the parallel runtime structure induced by software (layout on physical resources and induced communication patterns). Objects, when combined with an appropriate event model, can
lead programmers to develop software that 1. exploits partitioning, replication and distribution in
implementation, 2. defines a model for scaling resource consumption based on demand, 3. moves
communication from hot-paths, and 4. adapts to workload changes.
Event Model Our prior work established that an event-driven programming model combined with
object-orientation can be used to develop software that scales in response to changes in workload
and system size. Specifically, methods of an object are event handlers that respond to accesses on
particular processors. The processor associates the event with a particular set of physical resources
on a specific node. In this way, all software becomes elastic with respect to system size. As an
object is accessed in a different location, it must define how to consume that location’s resources.
A runtime for this type of event-driven object model, through appropriate resource allocators and
communication primitives, can map the objects and their operation efficiently onto the physical
structure and communication features of the hardware.
Library Operating Systems Library Operating Systems (LibOSs) were proposed as a way to
isolate an application and its dependence on a particular legacy OS interface into a stand-alone
portable package. This is achieved through a library that provides the OS interface and is linked
into the application binary. Under the covers, the library can provide an alternative implementation
of the legacy OS calls. This includes translating them into calls to a new underlying OS that exports
a different interface. For example, a LibOS might provide an application with legacy read and write
calls while implementing the functionality in the library with calls to a new underlying OS’s memory
mapped IO calls [32]. At IBM, our research group exploited a variant of this technique to support
an alternative OS interface across multiple nodes of a data-center scale system. SESA leverages
2

this design point to enable new SESA applications to be written without the need for an entire new
OS to be developed. Furthermore, the technique allows applications to be developed, launched,
managed and even use features from an existing legacy OS.
Our goal is to construct a SESA prototype and establish, through experimental evaluation,
its ability to enable a set of applications to efficiently exploit the parallelism and elasticity of a
large scale cloud computing platform. In the next section we discuss in more detail the research
background for SESA and its evolution.

2

Background

The SESA research agenda has developed in a rich systems research context. In this section we
briefly describe some of the relevant system software research, including our own, that strongly
influences the design of SESA.
Shared Memory MultiProcessor OS Services:
Around 2005, despite continuing growth
in transistor count, the industry reached a plateau in the speed at which a serial sequence of
instructions is executed [13]. New processors have and continue to exploit the increasing number of
transistors by increasing the number of cores, and future improvements in application performance
depends on exploiting multi-core parallelism. This ensures that cloud platforms will have rising
core counts. This change has resulted in a re-vitalization in OS research focused on multiprocessor
scalability [12, 14, 28, 48]. A common trend is to achieve scalability by building an OS that relies
on message passing, rather than shared memory, to communicate system state between cores.
While the ubiquity of multi-core processors has resulted in this recent interest, there is a rich
history of research in multi-processor OS scalability [49, 38, 42, 44, 45, 47, 18, 16]. We were heavily
involved in projects that pre-dated and influenced much of the current work in this area [8, 10, 31,
3, 5, 7, 26].
We found that when constructing the Tornado and K42 operating systems for scalable Shared
Memory MultiProcessor hardware, performance depends on both matching the demands of the applications and the communication characteristics of the hardware. Through experience, we found it
necessary to exploit the semantics of individual software components, the load they were under, and
the hardware attributes to achieve scalable performance. We concluded that there was no single
solution for all software components or hardware structures but, rather, achieving scalable performance was a runtime mapping problem. To this end, we adopted a partitioned object programming
abstraction rather than pure shared memory or message passing.
Partitioned Object Models In the partitioned object model [50], an externally visible object
is internally composed of a set of distributed Representative objects. Each Representative object
locally services requests, possibly collaborating with one or more other Representatives2 . Cooperatively, all the Representatives implement the complete functionality of the object. To the clients,
the partitioned object appears and behaves like a traditional object. The distributed nature make
them ideally suited for the design of scalable software, which often requires a high degree of modularity and yet benefits from the sharing, replicating and partitioning of data on a per-resource
2

Using the system provided communication models and facilities such as shared memory and message passing
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(object) basis. Several examples of partitioned object models have been developed [34, 15, 46, 29].
We developed Clustered Objects [5] as a partitioned object model to simplify the task of designing
and developing high-performance software for scalable multiprocessors.
SESA will explore a new partitioned object model called Elastic Building Blocks (EBBs) that
targets cloud platforms which combine shared memory and message based high-performance interconnects.
Library OSs: Library OSs factor out the majority of an OS’s application interface and function
into a library that executes directly in the address space of an application. OS research in the
1990’s explored the library OS model [2, 19, 24, 33] as a way of introducing application specific
customization and performance optimizations. In this model, an application only interacts with
the operating system function via the library’s provided implementation. Thus each application
could have a library implementation that was tuned to its needs. The libraries themselves, when
necessary, interact with an underlying operating system via more primitive and restricted interfaces. Drawbridge, a Window’s 7 library OS by Microsoft Research, is a more recent example of
how a library OS approach can support complex commercial legacy applications and rapid system
evolution [40].
While at IBM, we were part of the team that built the Libra Library OS [1]. Libra was unique
in the use of the library operating system model. Libra was used in a multi-node environment to
optimize a distributed application. Rather than supporting a standard OS application programming interface (API), our library supported an interface that integrated with the internals of IBM’s
production Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Libra booted a node directly into the application, dramatically decreasing the time needed to add or reduce the nodes used by the distributed application.
The execution of the java command on a front-end node transparently caused a new instance
of the Libra JVM to be launched on other nodes. On the front-end, the Libra JVM instance
appeared in the process list and could be killed like any other local process. Additionally, the
Libra Library OS exploited the front-end to offload legacy function such as TCP/IP connectivity to
exterior networks and file system access. This proved to be a very powerful way of integrating a new
advanced distributed application with a legacy OS. The Libra work influences the Library OS model
we are pursuing with SESA. It provides a natural path for introducing SESA based applications
that aggressively exploit scale and elasticity while usefully leveraging existing software.
Supercomputers To date, cloud computing has focused on commercial models of computing
based on general-purpose workloads and networking. It has achieved standardization and high
levels of elasticity through virtualization but allows little or no direct hardware access, hinders
specializations, and limits predictability and performance. In contrast, scientific computing has
exploited specialized infrastructure, including non-standard communication networks, to achieve
predictable high performance through direct hardware access and physical dedication but with
little or no elasticity.
Amazon’s EC2 and Microsoft’s Azure are examples of cloud computing offerings available today.
Although little is published about the internal structure of the platforms, we do see a trend in the
products targeting cloud computing, such as SGI’s CloudRackTM [20], which exploits consolidation
to integrate up to 1824 cores per rack. Such racks form the basic unit by which cloud datacenter systems are constructed. While such systems still rely on standard external Ethernet switch
infrastructure for connectivity, a trend of offering advanced supercomputing like interconnects such
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as InfiniBandTM [30], Fibre Channel[25], and NUMAlinkTM [35] can be observed.
While at IBM Research, we founded and developed Project Kittyhawk[9, 4, 11]. The key idea
behind Project Kittyhawk was to exploit data-center scales and hardware consolidation to enable
support for fine grain physical resource allocation and deallocation that was not tied to shared memory but could still exploit high performance communication interconnects. We exploited features
found on super-computer class machines to provide a global-scale Hardware as a Service (HaaS)[51]
model on which a user could acquire and release physical resources in sub-second time scales. Given
an associated ability to meter the resources, this system could enable a cloud computing system
on which users could construct services that would be able to scale resource consumption on time
scales associated with interactive use.
Using the Blue Gene/P hardware we constructed a prototype
system that was composed of control systems software and associated prototype OS and application software. Our model proved to
be very useful for several projects internal to IBM. Since joining
Boston University, we have worked with IBM to open source the
project and install it on a hardware system at Argonne National
Labs. The system is now being used by several research groups and
Figure 1:(a)BG/P Node
Blue Gene/P
components. (a)
continues to be an important experimental testbed for our work. Figure
The 1:following
highlights
thecompute
con- node with a 4-core Pow
ulated node card with 32 compute nodes and 2 IO nodes (two 10G Eth
node cards
formbasic
a rack. building block is
solidation, scale and capacity provided by the Blue Gene/P platform.
The
a node (Figure 1) composed of a quad-core processor with five integrated network interfaces and
4.3 Control and Management Model
days mean time be
which is roughly 73
RAM. The networks include partition-able tree, 3D torus and dedicated
management
networks.
Afor
Blue Gene’s
original control system
was constructed
the machine is bu
a very challenging task: booting a single “task” on 64000
failure is considere
Blue Gene/P rack provides a total of 1024 nodes, up to a total nodes
of 4within
TBa of
RAM
and
640
Gbit/s
few minutes. The unit of allocation is a block
node reliability is
which contains from 16 up to all nodes in an installation.
of external IO bandwidth. The system supports up to 256 racks For
totaling
over environment
1 million
cores,control
1
commodity server.
a general purpose
the existing
Blue Gene’s cont
system has a primary limitation which is that all nodes run
Petabyte of RAM and 10.4 Petabit/s of aggregate external bandwidth.
All
of
the
internal
networks
ing back to the con
the same software image. While in many cases we may use
reports
the errors i
the same kernel image, we want to be able to customize the
seamlessly extend across all racks of an installation.
to deactivate fault
boot-strap ramdisk image and command line parameters to
the OS kernel. Instead of taking the obvious approach of
extending the control system we took a different route which
enables a very flexible resource allocation and management
scheme.
Blue Gene’s control network provides access to all parts
of the hardware and is therefore inherently insecure. Exposing it out to many clients requires a sophisticated security
infrastructure, scalable management infrastructure, scalable
storage for storing boot images, scalable network connectivity etc. We try to push as many of these services as possible into Blue Gene and use Blue Gene resources themselves
for management and accounting. This approach inherently
scales: every time a new rack comes online a fraction of that
rack’s resources is used for management.
Our node allocation still happens in blocks, however, we
allocate them in large quantities into a standby pool. Each
of the nodes is boot-strapped with a small but powerful
firmware (see also Section 4.5) which allows interaction with
the node over the network. From the standby pool nodes are
then allocated and accounted to individual user accounts.
Upon each node allocation we return a list of node addresses
which are available for use. When the user deallocates a
node, the node is reset, the memory gets scrubbed, and
the node placed back into the pool ready to be handed out
again.2

Cloud Computing Infrastructure:
In 2006, when studying data-center scale systems for
cloud computing[9, 4, 11, 51], we observed four trends: 1) many new applications are constructed
around a service model that is very similar to our prior model of Shared Memory MultiProcessor OS
services, 2) new applications are typically being written against user-level runtimes such as Java,
Ruby, Python, and others that naturally separate them from the underlying OS, 3) predominately,
a single application process is executed on a node, and 4) data-center scale systems can exploit large
scale consolidation to offer advanced hardware features for communication and elasticity making
them a hybrid between a shared memory multiprocessor and a cluster. The Kittyhawk experience
exposed an opportunity for a new OS runtime that could enable service oriented applications to be
better mapped to the scale and elasticity of cloud data-center systems. If the fine grain elasticity
of the hardware could be exploited by the software, then resources could migrate between services
without the need for complex multiplexing in software. This would alleviate the need for services
to hoard resources for the sake of over-provisioning.
4.4 Reliability and Failure Model
Since 2006, several models for elastic applications have developed:
Google
Reliability
is a keyAppEngine[27],
problem at scale: machinesRuby
fail. Here,
Blue Gene has a significant advantage over commodity platOn Rails[41] and other web frameworks, DryadLINQ[52], Sawzall[39],
Pig[36],
MapReduce[21],
forms. Blue Gene
was designed
for a reliability target of 7
Dynamo[22], BigTable[17]. However, all of these rely on a coarseThisgrain
model
of multiple
nodes
scheme also
fits seamlessly
into the primary
use of our
Blue Gene installation, namely scientific computing. Alloexecuting a complete legacy OS instance. They are structured as
collection
of TCP/IP
based
catinga nodes
out of a pre-allocated
pool makes
this pool
appear to be running a scientific application to the other
users of means
the system. that they, along with
servers that form a traditional middleware distributed system. This
any applications, can at best exploit the elasticity and communications afforded by the OS they
2
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4.5

Boot Loa

As mentioned b
allows booting a si
are completely sta
the nodes. Thus, e
the hardware is lo
node of the machin
We take over th
boot loader which

run on. SESA attempts to integrate support for elasticity into the system layers thus enabling
applications to exploit the underlying elasticity of the hardware platforms.

Summary
In this section we have presented the major work that influenced how we came to identify the cloud
computing software gap and the SESA approach to exploring a solution. Both have come from
several years of our prior work in Shared Memory Multiprocessor OSs, Partitioned Objects, Library
OSs, Supercomputers, and Cloud Computing Infrastructure. The timeliness and need for this work
has recently been articulated by Zaharia et al. [53]:
Datacenters have become a major computing platform, powering not only popular
Internet services but also a growing number of scientific and enterprise applications. We
argued that, as the use of this new platform grows, datacenters increasingly need an
operating system-like software stack for the same reasons that single computers did ...
This kind of software stack is already emerging in an ad-hoc manner, but now is the
right time for researchers to take a long-term approach to these problems and have a
lasting impact on the software infrastructure for this new computing platform.
The SESA approach is presented next.
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Scalable Elastic Systems Architecture

The Scalable Elastic Systems Architecture (SESA)
Application
Application software built on top of a specific executive.
is designed within the context of a generic four layer
Systems software layer that provides abstractions and primitives
model of cloud computExecutive
for constructing applications. Several co-existing executives are
expected to execute on a single utility layer.
ing, illustrated in Figure 2.
SESA investigates the top
Provides, dynamic configuration, allocation, and metering of
Utility
resources in the form of elastic partitions of nodes. Depending on
two gray shaded layers of
the underlying physical layer these may be VMs or HW nodes.
the figure, namely a specific
Underlying Physical Data-Center Scale Computer decomposed
architecture for an execuPhysical
into units of nodes. In time we expect direct hardware support for
elasticity to evolve.
tive layer and its associated
Figure 2: Generic Context for SESA
application model.
In practice, the SESA
work will result in a library OS that forms a distributed executive. The set of nodes obtained
from the utility layer on which the executive runs can be expanded and contracted by the application. The executive provides a programming model that combines a distributed component and
an event model for the construction of scalable and elastic software. Software is formed out of
dynamically allocated instances of components called Elastic Building Blocks (EBBs) that respond
to events.
The EBBs themselves are distributed entities. That is to say that an EBB is accessible and
available on any node that currently forms the executive. However, internally, the EBB may be
composed of one or more representatives that are located on specific nodes. When an EBB is
first accessed on a new node, a new access event is generated and the EBB must be programmed
SESA is a specific Executive for software constructed as Elastic Building Blocks.
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to respond appropriately based on internal knowledge of its semantics. The executive, exploiting
hardware features, provides primitives for the internal representatives of an EBB to efficiently locate
each other and communicate. A prebuilt library of EBBs will provide the primary interface to all
systems features. Additional libraries of EBBs will be used to create application runtimes and
applications themselves.
The SESA research will be focused around the construction of three example applications:
1. An elastic resilient data-store (based on our prior work on scalable hash tables).
2. A Java Virtual Machine (port of openJDK[37]) along with a commercial Java application.
3. A Matlab like numerical computing environment (port of Octave[23]) along with a Matlab
based neuro-medical imaging application.
The goal is to evaluate SESA with respect to the scale and elasticity the applications can ultimately
achieve but also with respect to SESA’s ability to enable the development of these real-world
applications.
While SESA is not fixed to a specific utility or physical layer, the work will target advanced
scale and features based on system trends. Using our prior work on Project Kittyhawk, we will be
able to develop and test SESA on two IBM Blue Gene/P Systems, one composed of 4096 cores and
4 terabytes of ram and the other 163840 cores and 175 terabytes of ram both located at Argonne
National Labs. To ensure generality and ease development we will, with our collaborators, maintain
versions of SESA on standard and commercially available virtualization based cloud platforms.
Given Project Kittyhawk and Blue Gene systems, this work can legitimately target and evaluate
very large scale future cloud platforms. We consider a physical layer that:
• contains in excess of 40×103 nodes and 160×103 cores,
• exploits consolidation and scale in manufacturing to optimize total cost of ownership, and
• integrates advanced features with respect to power, cooling, density, communications, configuration and metering.
With respect to the utility layer, Kittyhawk lets us explore a utility system capable of the following:
• Sub-second to second latencies for scalable node allocation. That is to say the utility layer,
exploiting features of the physical layer, can expand an allocation of nodes by one to several
thousands of nodes within a second.
• The utility layer can provide precise control over how a node is configured with respect to the
other nodes it is permitted to communicate with.
• Finally, the utility layer permits access to advanced communication features of the physical
system such as hardware supported remote direct memory access, multi-cast, and precise local
and remote interrupt steering.
In the next section, we discuss various aspects of SESA in more detail.

4

Discussion

In this section we discuss in more detail how SESA combines object orientation, an event model
and a library operating system approach.
7

4.1

Object Orientation
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As discussed, one of the approaches that SESA uses to address the cloud
computing system software gap is to introduce a programming abstraction above shared memory and message passing that enables programde
c
mers to develop scalable and elastic software. This abstraction comes
C
C
in the form of Elastic Building Blocks whose internal structure can be
inc
inc
physically distributed in the systems resources and whose structure is
C
lazily constructed in response to events.
inc
Figure 3 abstractly illustrates an EBB of a simple distributed integer
counter. A single instance of the counter, represented by the outer
inc
ring labeled with the counter’s interface (inc, val and dec), is accessed
by code executing on the processors at the bottom of the diagram. All
processors invoke the inc method of the instance. Transparent to the
Proc 1 Proc 2
Proc 0
Figure 3: Abstract Simple invoking code, the invocations are directed to internal per-processor RepEBB Distributed Counter resentatives, illustrated by the three inner rings in the diagram. Each
Representative supports the same interface but encapsulates its own data
members. This ensures that the invocation of inc on each processor results in the update of an independent per-processor counter, avoiding sharing and ensuring good increment performance. In this
way, EBBs permit distributed data structures and algorithms to be used to minimize communication
overheads on hot-paths, thereby optimizing parallel performance.

Event Model

The EBB model incorporates features to enable elasticity via integration with an event driven model.
Execution of EBB software is done via events. An event occurs at a specific location. The location
associates the event with a particular set of physical resources on a specific node. EBBs must define
an ’access’ handler that is invoked when an EBB is accessed at an event location. The EBB runtime
implements a lazy access protocol for all EBBs. When an EBB is accessed by an event the runtime
will create an ’access miss’ and invoke the access handler associated with the EBB. The handler can
then, at that location, implement various policies – create a local representative and map it via the
runtime to avoid future access misses, map an existing representative, install a redirection proxy,
etc.
In our simple example, each arrow represents an event on a specific processor. In many ways EBB
access events and method invocations can be considered synonymous. However, events introduce the
hook for elasticity. To understand this, consider the life cycle of the distributed counter EBB. Let’s
assume that our application is initially composed of a single physical node. An initial application
setup event creates an instance of the counter. Initially, the counter does not have any internal
representatives but is bound to an EBB identifier that can be used to invoke methods of its interface
on any processor the application is running on. At some point in the future, a processor on a node
in the system invokes the inc method of the instance. This generates an access event and handling
is directed by the runtime to the instance’s access miss handler (not illustrated in the diagram).
The miss-handler, in the case of the distributed counter, allocates resources for a new representative via a system provided allocator EBB3 . The handler, using runtime primitives, can ensure
that future invocations of the EBB’s interface on that processor will no longer suffer a miss but
3

Which itself can suffer a miss and setup its local representative that manages resources for that processor.
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will directly invoke the associated function4 . In this way, we see that, either by writing or choosing
from a template of implementations, the programmer achieved the distributed internal structure
via definition of the access miss handling behavior. Having achieved this distributed structure, the
programmer of the distributed counter implementation will define the val method to use runtime
provided primitives for aggregating the sum of the currently existing representatives5 .
Several advantages are achieved through this approach:
• Every EBB must define its elastic behavior by specifying what to do when it is accessed at
locations it has never been accessed before.
• The resources consumed by an EBB are dynamically allocated in a lazy fashion, avoiding
non-scalable initialization.
• Locality optimizations can naturally be implemented at the time of an access miss by ensuring
resources for an EBB are allocated locally.
• EBBs can have arbitrarily complex internal structures – all accesses can be forwarded to a
single representative, every processor can have its own representative, all processors of a node
can share a representative, all cores of a multi-core can share a representative, etc.
• The programmer must implement an EBB to work in the face of elastic changes in its internal
composition.
While some of these advantages may seem like burdens on the programmer, our prior experience
with Clustered Objects establishes that libraries of template EBBs and access handlers can mitigate
this cost.
Given the basic primitive of an EBB, event
SEE Constructed
and
event locations, SESA software is cona a a a
EBB Runtime
structed as compositions of EBBs where the
processing of an event flows through a graph
EBB
c
b b b b
of EBBs. Figure 4 illustrates the EBB runtime
Instances
model. Each participating node executes a local instance of the Scalable Elastic Executive
d
f
e e e e
(SEE). The SEE instances cooperatively form
the EBB runtime. The SEE instances locally
provide the necessary supporting infrastructure.
SEE
SEE
SEE
SEE
At the top is a composition of EBBs, labeled amem
mem
mem
mem
f, with dashed lines showing how they are connodes a b e
abe
abe
abe
nected to each other via references. The solid
arrows illustrate an event path that transited
processing
processing
processing
processing
the EBBs along a path through a, b and e. The
Interconnect
interior of these instances show the constituent
Figure 4: SESA: EBB Composition and SEE Runtime representatives that were created based on access. In this fashion, we see that those EBBs are
elastically expanded to consume resources on the physical nodes. All system paths in the Tornado
4

The EBB runtime is constructed to interact with various language calling conventions.
While potentially loosing portability, the programmer can also define their own aggregation primitives that
directly use hardware features
5
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and K42 operating systems were constructed in a similar fashion using Clustered Objects, albeit
within a single shared memory domain.
The figure illustrates how the EBB approach enables scalable and elastic applications to evolve
both with respect to runtime and development. As execution flows along a path of EBBs, the EBB
implementations, if all programmed for locality, will transparently and elastically realize a purely
local handling of that path. From a development perspective, however, this need not be done by
constructing a complete set of advanced distributed implementations. A developer can start with
simple centralized implementations and incrementally introduce more advanced distributed implementations on an EBB by EBB basis. This can be done iteratively based on observed performance.
This approach proved to be invaluable when implementing the K42 virtual memory management
services [8].

4.3

Library Operating System

The Tornado and K42 work acknowledge that achieving practical scalable performance required
considering how to integrate advanced models for scalable software given the large investments in
current non-scalable software. To this end the projects had the following goals:
1. Provide a structure which allows good performance and scalability to be achieved with standard tools, programming models and workloads without impacting the user or programmer.
Therefore, the OS must support standards while efficiently mapping any available concurrency
and independence to the hardware without impacting the user level view of the system.
2. Enable high performance applications to side step standards to utilize advanced models and
facilities in order to reap maximum benefits without being encumbered by traditional interfaces
or policies which do not scale.
These goals are equally important with respect to addressing the cloud computing systems software
gap. The prior projects attempted to satisfy these goals by constructing an advanced OS runtime
that supported both legacy functions as well as native scalable functions. This proved to be very
difficult and challenging with respect to maintenance and software complexity[6].
Based on our experience with Libra, SESA attempts to satisfy these
"Application Process" : Elastic set of nodes 'stitched' together by SEE: A LibOS for EBBs
goals by adopting a LibOS approach.
Rather than trying to construct a
APP
APP
APP
... APP
complete and legacy compatible OS,
SEE
SEE
SEE
SEE
the SESA work factors out the support for EBB applications into a standalone LibOS that can be integrated
Legacy Frontend OS
into existing legacy OS environments.
Figure 5: SESA: Example LibOS Deployment
Figure 5 abstractly illustrates the approach.
Applications are designed and written as EBBs to the SEE runtime. The runtime is provided as
a library that is linked with the application. The library includes a low-level runtime that permits it
to be directly executed on a node of the utility provider. An integrated environment is constructed
as a collection of nodes running the SESA Application and a front-end node running a legacy OS.
The SEE-App nodes can offload legacy function as needed to the frontend via a transfer protocol
10

and user-level server running on the frontend. Reflexively, the frontend is provided with user-level
software that integrates SESA Apps into its application model so that it appears like a native
application.
The LibOS approach will allow SESA to avoid the complexities of a complete operating system
while enabling a viable incremental development and deployment path. One can optimize a single
critical application and within that application focus only on the core function that requires scalable
performance.

4.4

Summary

To summarize, consider the SESA approach to developing a new cloud data store service. Given
the unification provided by the SESA model, developing an application is more akin to writing
software for a single computer. The developer begins by decomposing the application into a set of
modules and defining their interfaces. In the case of a data-store, a core component is likely to be
a hash-table. To implement a hash-table EBB, the developer would need to consider the following
questions:
• What state should be placed in the EBB representatives and hence be local?
• What state should be centralized?
• How should the representatives be created and initialized? At what point should new representatives participate in the global operations of the object?
• How should local operations and global operations synchronize?
• How should the EBB representatives be organized and accessed?
The developer may turn to existing templates and libraries to address these questions. In the case
of a hash-table EBB, the developer is likely to consider various organizations ranging from a simple
centralized implementation to a partitioned implementation to a fully distributed implementation.
The centralized implementation could be quickly and simply implemented by a single representative located on the instantiating node. This representative would contain the underlying data
structures used to store the data items. Access on other processors, both on the same node and
other nodes, would be directed to the single representative. To provide access on remote nodes, the
programmer could utilize EBB primitives for function and or data shipping. While functional and
easy to get started with, this approach has the disadvantage of poor scalability and lack of elasticity.
From here the developer can progressively evolve the implementation. At first, a developer might
simply design the EBB to provide additional representatives on new nodes that cache the data of the
first representative. While the capacity of the table is still limited to a single node, the performance
for read mostly data would dramatically improve. This could further be evolved to use a replica
directory, maintained on the first representative, to track and manage replicas of a data item. In
this fashion, the developer can continue to evolve more complex distributed implementations that
are tuned for the usage patterns of the data being stored. This might also involve adding support
for a Chord-like[43] key space partition.
The purpose of system infrastructure is the enablement of computer system use in efficient
and novel ways. In this section we have briefly described how SESA uniquely combines objectorientation, event-driven programming and a LibOS model to enable the development and deployment of scalable elastic applications.
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